IN PRACTICE

B210, AET ADER & KARIN TÕUGU
VERS.A, GUILLAUME BECKER & KOBE VAN PRAET

IN CONVERSATION WITH

LISA DE VISSCHER, IR ARCHITECT, EDITOR IN CHIEF A+, ULIÈGE
TOMAS OOMS, ARCHITECT, KULEUVEN
GUILLAUME JOACHIM, ARCHITECT, PHD, ULIÈGE

MONDAY. 20 NOVEMBER 2017 - 19H30
BOZAR, ESPACE KONEKT.BRUSSELS
RAVENSTEIN GALLERY

IN PRACTICE proposes an encounter between architecture critics, academics and practitioners. Invited architects present their work through the lens of the design process. This opens a conversation with a panel and with the public, bridging the gap between research methodologies and the field of practice. Practice as research, research as practice.